EDIBLE FLOWERS

And why you should grow them

Flower vodka anyone? Or viola ice cubes? Add a new dimension to your
garden and cooking by growing flowers that you can eat. Lavender,
basil, daylily, and many more, are easy to grow and don’t need much
space. Use this guide to help you embark on a new culinary adventure!

ANNUALS

PERENNIALS

WILD FLOWERS

Peppery

Nasturtium
Cornflower

Rosemary
Thyme

Savoury

Basil
Rocket

Garlic
Lavender

Dandelion
Wild garlic

Calendula
Courgette

Rose

Honeysuckle
Meadowsweet

Borage
Viola

Daylily
Primrose

Cowslip
Dog Rose

Sweet

Delicate

Vitamins

Help sleep

💝

Antioxidants

Aid digestion
Reduce fevers

Stimulate immune system

🌱
Grow

1. Sow small seeds indoors in rows in trays
2. Sow large seeds indoors in individual modules
3. When seedlings are 5-10cm, plant out,
either into a larger pot or the ground
4. If you have a garden, plant at the edges so
you can get to them easily

🌼
Pick

🌾
Dry

1. Dry whole flowers: rose, lavender, viola,
calendula. Other flowers, dry the petals
only
2. Shake flowers well to dislodge insects
3. Rinse flowers under cold water
4. Line a drying container, e.g. bamboo
steamer or mushroom crate, with
kitchen paper or muslin
5. Spread flowers or petals carefully
6. Leave to dry in a dark airy place for 12 weeks
7. Check regularly. When they are dry,
light and rustle, they are ready
8. Store in a glass jar in a cool dry
cupboard

Make salads
more delicious

Decorate cakes and
desserts

🐝
🐝

Attract bees and
other pollinators

🐝

1. Pick in the morning when petals are dry
2. Choose open flowers when they are at their
peak – avoid wilting or damaged
3. Check for insects, especially bees
4. Pick carefully so as not to damage the plant

🌞

Impress with flower
vodka or dandelion wine

Enjoy

Flavour marinades
with flower vinegars

Created by Omnia Writing Services. Content adapted from Stephanie Hafferty as featured in Permaculture magazine, Issue 88.
There is a whole chapter on Edible Flowers, including recipes, in the book ”No Dig Organic Home & Garden”.

